Math/QR Pathway 4: Course w/ support (with Early Start req.)

**Area of Study**

**SUMMER**
- **STEM**: Early Start
- **Business**: Early Start
- **Non-STEM**: Early Start

**FALL**
- **STEM**: Math 197: Pre-calculus stretch
- **Business**: Math 107: Business Calculus stretch
- **Non-STEM**: Math 122 + Math 124 + Math 123 (same section) + Math 112 + A U 116 (Metro)

**SPRING**
- **STEM**: Math 198: Pre-calculus stretch
- **Business**: Math 108: Business Calculus stretch
- **Non-STEM**: No additional math needed

* Students who have identified as “undeclared” should choose the pathway that best represents their general interests. If undecided, students should consider the STEM pathway.

* Pathway 3 students who opt into Early Start should follow the pattern on Pathway 4.